
Category Q5: Please provide other suggestions and comments you have on NWACA activities or services.

Action Keep tabs on city council members
Action Limit activities that build community and foster cohesiveness within our borders. The rest will take 

care of itself and keep NWACA out of politics.
Action More interaction like these surveys -- but be sure to publish results
Action Promote local business 
Action Protect the neighborhood from developers and real estate interests.  
Action Develop some ethics, i.e. conduct of board members.
Action Quit censoring your Facebook pages
Action Reduce focus on 4th of July parade to focus on other events
Action Represent the wishes of the neighborhood and NOT the developers.  Fund more of Murchison 

Pool out of NWACA coffers.
Action Would love to see a NWACA directory published each year -- babysitter names, handyman, etc. 

Would be so helpful to have one.
Action Exercise activities for disabled people (60+ years) who use a walker/wheelchair and have balance 

problems.
Action Do not take positions on controversial issues without soliciting feedback from the entire 

community and hearing input from both sides of the issue.
Action Have garage sales on Sundays instead of Saturdays
Action info on issues in adjacent areas and how NWACA interacts with other CA's (civic associations)
Bike Do not change the bike and car lanes on Mesa Dr.
Bike need to reverse the bike lanes along mesa and Spicewood.  This is causing significant traffic 

backups during rush hours.
Bike Please support bike safety through dedicated bike lanes on Mesa Drive. 
Cleanup I would like to see a Far West beautification project started.
Cleanup The main entrance way into Northwest Hills is Spicewood Springs Rd. It looks terrible, in 

particular, at Mopac and Spicewood Springs Rd, with the concrete medians filled with weeds and 
trash. Also, along Spicewood Springs from Wood Hollow up to Mopac, there is a sidewalk and 
guard rail (responsibility of DOT) that is overgrown with weeds an trash. Since this road is a major 
way into our neighborhood, why does it look so bad? Let's get it cleaned up and maintained on a 
regular basis. 

Cleanup Trees at intersections need trim 
Crime lights that people think keep away vandals but if it is late or early morning when folks are sleeping 

no one sees and all the lights do is make it easy not to trip over something - some of the lights are 
blinding when driving and take away birds and helpful insects, we can no longer enjoy watching 
phases of the moon or the stars. Even a scheduled dark night once a week would be helpful

Dues Are the annual dues owed at the same time each year or when initially joined. Is there a place 
where you can check the status of the membership?

Dues Happy to pay if we haven't
Dues How do I know when to renew?
Dues I've lived in the neighborhood for 13 years. When prompted or when I remember, which is not 

every year, I pay my dues to help support NWACA. The dues are minimal and I'm happy, as I 
hope others are, to support a helpful organization that helps make our neighborhood one of the 
best in Austin. My suggestion is to add an ability to pay your dues online and approve an 
automatic annual renewal or at least an automatic renewal request. This would make it easier on 
the members and would provide an increased budget for NWACA activities.

PUD DEFEAT THE PUD!!!
PUD I'm sick and tired of "stop the PUD" signs littering the neighborhood.
PUD More aggressive opposition to Austin Oaks PUD
PUD More emphasis on stopping the Oaks PUD and making Spicewood 4 lane again.  We DON'T 

need bicycle lanes!!!!!
PUD We appreciate all of NWACA's hard work, especially surrounding the Austin Oaks proposed PUD. 

Stop the PUD!
PUD Well done on the Austin Oaks PUD representing the neighborhood and info sharing
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PUD Please work harder to eliminate an increase in traffic in the neighborhood, especially near the 
Austin Oaks development.  It is already difficult and time consuming to get out of Northwest Hills 
by car.  Adding more traffic will make this neighborhood an unpleasant place to live!  Why are we 
letting a developer make a lot of money at the expense of our time and home environment? I am 
not sure that NWACA is truly fighting to stop the Austin Oaks development, and I would like to 
hear that you are doing more.

Sublease Homes rented out to college kids (or other folks) then sub-leased to others; ending up with 5 to 10 
people living in one residence and that many cars on the street.

Traffic Get a grip on the traffic... both vehicle and bike.
Traffic no "traffic calming" street impediments please
Traffic Please consider addressing traffic speeds on Sierra Dr. More and more small children living on 

the street. It's used as a cut-through, and the 30 mph speed limit is rarely observed. 
Traffic Speed on Far West needs to be addressed.
Traffic Traffic and speed control; increase police presence; beggars on street corners
Traffic Work on scaling back those grandiose plans for Mopac as the major freeway through Austin
Thanks For the small budget that NWACA has, I think you do a great job.
Thanks I appreciate the work of our officials and others, Keep it up please. NWACA is CRITICAL for our 

neighborhood protection of interests and safety. Have lived in NW Hills since 1968.
Thanks keep up the good work
Thanks Keep up the good work.
Thanks Questions 1 and 2 provide really tough choices. The work you do is so important and it's clear 

you're pulled in lots of different directions. It's the battle between immediate issues--PUD, traffic 
and taxing--and long-term issues that affect the value (literally and figuratively) of our 
neighborhood--crime, tree health, schools, etc. Thank you for all you do!

Thanks Thank you all for the work you do to make and keep our neighborhood a jewel of the city.
Thanks Thank you for all you do.  Most appreciated.  Really liked the paint recycling last Saturday.  

Yippee!
Thanks The paint pick-up is a great service. 
Thanks The recent hazardous materials drop-off was a great idea and should be done regularly.
Thanks thank you for the work you have put into NWACA this past year!
Thanks Thank you for your service to our community.
Thanks Thank you for your work.
Thanks Thank you, board members, for all your work/service/help!
Thanks Thanks
Thanks Thanks for all you active members do.
Thanks Thanks for the working to improve  our neighborhood. It is greatly appreciated.
Thanks Valuable organization. Appreciate the candidate and issue forums as well as many other services.

Thanks you are doing a great job
Thanks You are doing a great job in keeping us informed.
Thanks You are providing a great service!
Thanks Thank  you. 
Thanks thank you


